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Abstract

Given the non-standardized use of the cancellation rule in the experimental markets literature, this paper

investigates whether the ability to cancel orders in a double auction matters. We find that players use the option to

cancel orders when it is available and that the option to cancel affects volume, but not price-associated variable.
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1. Introduction

The double auction market is an institution in which buyers and sellers may continually make public

bid/ask offers. This institution has long been favored in major financial markets2, and experimental

markets, because of its efficiency and simplicity (Friedman, 1991). Beginning with Smith’s (1962) work,

the double auction trading environment has become one of the most experimentally-investigated trading

environments. Many researchers have used different manipulations to test its level of efficiency under

various conditions. A major concern of any researcher is the ability to compare his or her results to the

results obtained by others that used related, but different, manipulations.
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Although in practice major stock exchanges allow participants to cancel limit orders submitted to

continuous trading systems (double auction environment) before execution, not all researchers in the

experimental markets literature allow that option. The vast majority do not report whether they

allowed the option or not. Examples demonstrating the various uses and reporting practices of the

cancellation option include the following: Smith et al. (1982) specifically indicates that a player can

cancel orders. Mestelman and Welland (1995) do not report whether players can cancel orders

although in practice they allow it3. Van Boening and Wilcox (1996) do not allow cancellation

although their program allows that option4. Jamison and Plott (1997) do not allow cancellation of

orders that meet the price improvement rule5. Kachelmeier et al. (1991) put participants on the honor

system whereby they were not allowed to cancel intentional bids and asks, but they were allowed to

cancel inadvertent errors6. To the best of our knowledge, there is no documentation either

theoretically or experimentally regarding the effect of the option to cancel orders in a dual auction

environment7. Because of the non-standardized use of the cancellation rule, presenting evidence on

the possible effect of the cancellation option should be of interest to those conducting research in an

experimental market context.

Our evidence indicates that cancellation affects trading volume more than price-associated variables.

We find that players use the option to cancel if the option is given to them. We also find that the number

of submitted orders and the number of transactions is higher when we allow the players to cancel their

orders. We do not find differences in the standard deviation (STD) of the limits of the standing submitted

orders or in the price of the transactions8. The paper continues as follows: in Section 2 we describe the

experimental design and procedure. Analysis and results are presented in Section 3. Section 4 concludes

the paper.
2. Experimental design and procedures

The experimental design and procedures follow from Tuttle et al. (2002). The participants were

engaged in a series of computerized, continuous double auction asset markets where stock for 12

companies was traded, one company per trading period. Traders were endowed with three shares of

stock and 50 experimental dollars at the beginning of each of 12 trading periods. The principal

investigator informed them that they could use these resources to buy and/or sell shares. Traders also

received firm specific financial information (based on the actual financial statements, with

modifications in some of the cases, of firms traded on the NYSE—as discussed in Tuttle et al.,

2002) for the company they were about to trade. Traders could only post one bid and ask at a time.

They were assigned to one of two conditions in a between-subjects design. In one condition traders

were told that they could cancel their bid/ask orders and were given instructions for the cancellation
3 Confirmed that with Stuart Mestelman.
4 Confirmed with Mark Van Boeing.
5 Confirmed with Charles Plott.
6 Confirmed with Steven Kachelmeier.
7 We refer to a dual auction environment, as an auction that involves multiple buyers and sellers where each player can be

both a buyer and a seller.
8 We refer to standing orders as to all the orders (not only best bids and asks) that were not canceled by the participants.
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process. In the second condition traders were told that they could not cancel their bid/ask orders and

the software features that allowed cancellation were disabled. Each trading period lasted 3 min. The

market was then re-initialized, the information for the just-completed company was collected and

new financial information regarding the next company’s trading period was distributed.

Six traders participated in each of six market sessions (three in which cancellation was allowed

and three in which cancellation was not allowed) which consisted of 12 separate 3 min trading

periods. Yet, no trader participated in more than one session9. During the trading period, contract,

bid, and ask queues were projected on a large screen at the front of the room. Bids (asks) were

presented from high to low (low to high) so that the highest bid and lowest ask were shown side-

by-side at the top of two queues. Trading occurred when one side of the market accepted the terms

of trade presented by the other side, e.g. a buyer accepts the lowest available ask. As with real

financial markets the book of orders did not clear after a trade. Trader’s available dollars and shares

were displayed on individual monitors. The traders’ seating was arranged to that they could not view

other screens.

The initial three trading periods of each sequence were practice and did not affect the traders’ total

earnings. Liquidating dividends were shown on individual trading screens at the end of each practice

period. The dividends were set equal to the NYSE price for that company’s stock for the year-end from

which the financial information was drawn. Traders earned the dividend for units held at the end of the

trading period and earned additional money (or lost some money) if they bought below (above) the

NYSE price or sold above (below) that price. Beginning with the fourth period, the traders were

informed that the remaining nine periods would affect their total earnings and that the specific values of

the liquidating dividends would no longer be disclosed at the end of each of the remaining periods.

While the value of the liquidating dividend was not disclosed at the end of each of the last nine trading

periods, the total amount earned from trading and liquidating dividends for the period was disclosed at

the end of each of them. Additionally, total earnings for all nine periods were disclosed at the end of the

experiment.

The following example demonstrates how earnings for a single period were calculated. Assume a

trader starts with three shares, $50 in experimental money, and the liquidating dividend is

PNYSE=$18. During one trading period the trader makes the following five trades: sell at $20, sell

at $16, buy at $17, buy at $19, and sell at $19. The trader holds two shares at the end of the trading

period.

Therefore:

Capital gains = sum of selling prices� sum of buying prices=($20+$16+$19)� ($17+$19)=$55�
$36=$19.

PNYSE=$18 on each of the two shares held at the end of the period = 2� $18=$36. Capital

gains + dividend earnings=$19+$36=$55 in net cash flow.

Adding the $50 endowment brings total earnings to $105.
9 Smith (1982) argues that convergence to competitive equilibrium occurs with six traders and that the double auction

exhibits strong competitive equilibrium properties. Lundholm (1991) demonstrates that double auctions with six traders

converge to the efficient price much more quickly than do markets with 12 traders. The number of periods was determined at 12

to allow sufficient practice.
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The last nine (non-practice) cases were presented in one of the three sequences. Assignment to one of

three sequences and the two experimental conditions was randomized to determine if there was an order

effect. At the conclusion of each session, the traders were paid 5% of the experimental dollars they had

earned in cash. Average earnings were 694 experimental dollars per subject and each session lasted

approximately 90 min.

2.1. Subjects

Thirty-six undergraduate students (six sessions with six traders in each) were recruited from

courses in the business school at a large state university. Prior to participating in the experiment, the

subjects were instructed about financial statement analysis in security valuation. Instructions were

scripted and standardized between experimental sessions. When all experiment sessions were

completed, the experimenters conducted debriefing sessions. At the debriefing session, subjects

indicated that they enjoyed the experiments and took trading seriously. Approximately 43% of the

subjects indicated that they owned individual stocks or bonds. We believe that the participants

achieved a fairly high level of sophistication as bid, ask, and contract prices generally reflected the

actual closing prices given the financial statement information, i.e. stocks that actually closed $20

were traded at around $20, while those closing at $2 traded at around $2.
Fig. 1. The percentage of canceled orders in the different experiments. The first three rounds were practice, therefore only the

nine ‘‘live’’ rounds are presented. Firms were presented to traders in three different sequences.
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3. Results

3.1. Use of the option to cancel

The first question asked was to what extent traders use the option to cancel orders. The

average percent of cancellation (which consist of three different groups of traders in 27 rounds) is

4.2% (t-value = 6.77) and the median is 3.6% (average of 5.5%, 4.3% and 2.8%, respectively, for

each sequence)10. In three out of 27 effective rounds the participants canceled at least one order11.

As a result we conclude that the traders used the option to cancel orders when they had the

option. Fig. 1 represents the cancellation ratio for each of the sequences.

3.2. Volume related variables

After observing that the participants use the option to cancel orders, we next investigated whether the

use of the cancellation option affected the level of the volume submitted and transacted. We examined

the standing orders (orders that were not canceled) between the two treatments. As presented in Table 1,

the average of the number submitted in all three sequences when allowing cancellation is higher than the

average of the number of orders submitted when disallowing cancellation. The distribution according to

the three different sequences is presented in Fig. 2. Although our results meet the Savage test we also

conducted additional formal statistical tests12.

For each sequence of firms we constructed the following paired variable13. Order Difference

(hereafter ODti)=(The number of standing orders when allowing cancellation)ti� (the number of

standing orders when not allowing cancellation)ti
14. The mean of ODti is 16.77 and significantly

different from zero15. Not allowing cancellation causes significantly lower levels of order submission.

As presented in Table 1 and Fig. 3 more transactions are executed when we allow cancellation of

orders. We also constructed the following paired test. Transaction Difference (hereafter TDti)=(the

number of transactions when allowing cancellation)ti� (the number of transactions when not allowing

cancellation)ti. The mean of TDti is 2.55 and significantly different from zero. The Z value for the

Wilcoxon Signed test is � 3.01. Not allowing cancellation causes significantly lower levels of

transactions.

Although we find that the number of orders and transactions is statistically higher when we allow

cancellation, we also find that the ratio (transaction/standing orders) is slightly lower and statistically

significant when we allow cancellation. On average, we find 23% of the standing orders were transacted

when we do not allow cancellation (median is 23% as well) compared with 19% (median 18%) when we

allow cancellation (Wilcoxon Signed ranks test and the Sign test indicate significant differences at 2%,

P= 0.01, 0.02, respectively).
15 The Z value for the Wilcoxon Signed test is � 4.54 and the Z value for the Sign test is � 5.

14 Although we present the statistical analysis while excluding trial rounds, the quality of our results through all the paper

stay the same when we include them.

13 Where (throughout the paper): i is the specific chosen order, i= 1, 2, 3; t is the type of the specific traded share, t = 3–12.

11 55.5% of the canceled orders were bid orders and the rest ask orders.

10 When we include trial rounds the average is 4.5%.

12 For a discussion of the Savage test see Friedman and Sunder, 1994, p. 92.



Table 1

Summary of results

With cancellation No cancellation

Sequence 1 Sequence 2 Sequence 3 Sequence 1 Sequence 2 Sequence 3

Average number of standing orders 48.11 45.44 46 37.7 18.6 31.6

Average number of transactions 9.89 7.78 9 8.5 4.2 7.6

Average variation (STD) of limits 22.5 6.72 31.56 9.12 41.43 36.41
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3.3. Price related variables

Given the fact that we find differences in the amount of standing orders it is of interest to learn

whether there is also a difference in the limit structures. We calculated the standard deviation (STD) of
Fig. 2. The distribution of the number of standing orders. The first three rounds were practice, therefore only the nine ‘‘live’’

rounds are presented. Firms were presented to traders in three different sequences.



Fig. 3. The distribution of the number of transactions. The first three rounds were practice, therefore only the nine ‘‘live’’ rounds

are presented. Firms were presented to traders in three different sequences.
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the limits of the orders submitted in each experiment in each round. As reported in Table 1 there is no

clear difference under the two treatments. Again, we constructed the following paired variable: STD

Difference (hereafter STDDti)=(the STD of limits when allowing cancellation)ti� (the STD limits when

not allowing cancellation)ti. The mean of STDDti of the limits of the orders is not statistically significant

than zero according to the Wilcoxon Signed ranks test and the Sign test (Z=� 0.77). As a result, we

cannot report a difference in the variation of the limits that are submitted when we allow cancellation

compared to disallowing cancellation.

Variation of the prices of the transaction is a common measure of liquidity in the empirical financial

literature. As with the variation of the limits of orders, we find that the paired difference between the

STD of prices of the transaction is not statistically significant from zero (the Wilcoxon Signed ranks test

(Z =� 1.39), the Sign test (Z=� 1.54)).
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When we examine the distribution of the traders’ payoff we find that there is higher variation of profit

when investors can cancel orders. Higher variation means less accuracy. Given the relatively small size

of our sample (18 players in each manipulation) the difference in the variance is not statistically different

using the F-test16. However, it is still interesting to observe that when we did not allow cancellation the

transactions were closer to the NYSE closing prices.
4. Conclusion

We report results indicating that the cancellation option has an effect on the obtained results of an

experimental double auction environment. We find that subjects use the cancellation option when it is

available. Additionally, we find significant differences in the quantity of orders submitted and executed

and we do not find significant differences in the limit structure.

Three possible explanations for these results exist. One is that subjects use the option to cancel

because they can or because it is there. However, the data seem too systematic for such a ‘‘random

event’’ explanation. A second, and arguably more plausible, explanation is that the option to cancel helps

allocate risk. Risk aversion can reduce the number of submitted orders when a cancellation option is not

available. A third explanation is related to a long-time concern of financial economics researchers market

manipulations (Allen and Gale, 1992). This paper is not the first to conjecture the relation between the

ability to cancel an order and possibility of manipulations in asset markets (cf. Camerer, 1998). In the

game reported in this paper the option to cancel can be used to signal or otherwise facilitate collusion.

However, the fact that the experimental prices are close to actual NYSE prices, suggests this is not a

viable explanation. We leave for future research the investigation of explanations for the reported

differences. In order to improve the comparison of research results, we recommend that future

researchers report whether participants were given the option to cancel orders.
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